Brand Compliance
Why every marketing department
needs a BrandHub
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Introduction
Marketing departments are bursting at the seams. Literally. With omni-channel
campaigns, coupled with the fast pace of social media, content marketing and
niche targeting, marketing teams are in production over-drive, trying to get
engaging, branded communications and content – out the door and in front
of customers.
Instead of working with a handful of agencies, marketing departments often work with several
creative agencies, consultants and freelancers just to get the job done and meet volume of specialized
creative requirements.
This means that having a robust, yet flexible online BrandHub to manage brand, legal, production and talent
compliance is more important than ever.
As IntelligenceBank is the leading global DAM, specializing in business process management, we would like
to share with you best practices in brand compliance from our clients such as Baptist Health, Medibank,
NAB, Hertz, the Children’s Hospital and more.
Specifically, we will show you how our IntelligenceBank BrandHub make it easy to control your brand and
enforce true brand compliance. In this whitepaper, we will cover:
1. What is a BrandHub?
2. Brand Compliance Challenges Every Organization Faces
3. Brand Guidelines – How to Bring Your Brand to Life
4. Creative Approval Processes – Logos, Advertising, Copy and Legal
5. Managing Talent Usage Rights
6. Controlling Quality for Local Marketing Efforts
7. Distribution Compliance
If you would like to learn more, you can sign up for a free trial and of course, contact us at any time if you
have any questions.
Happy Branding!
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What is a BrandHub?
Most large companies are undergoing a wave of digital transformation projects whose aim is to create
operational efficiencies to reduce cost and risk. Getting brand consistency and quality right across all
media is crucial. Easily distributing brand guidelines, showcasing best practices and having a brand inbox
for workflow approvals is essential to get right.
Ironically, organizations spend millions to develop and create their brand, but without a brand portal, it is
essentially impossible to manage.
While you can purchase a Brand portal ‘out of the box’ and launch relatively quickly, or build it from scratch
which is substantially less cost effective and will take years not months to launch; the key elements for any
successful Brand compliance platform includes these 5 key things:

1

Centralize creative files, manage versions, and manage talent usage rights.

2

Showcase custom brand guidelines so it’s easy for designers to access technical
parameters of the brand, and for marketers to easily access brand values, tone of voice
and best practice examples.

3

Enable local marketers to create localized versions of marketing materials.

4

Circulate creative for electronic approvals, to ensure all communications are approved by the
brand team and/or legal and compliance before being launched.

5

Instantly integrate with CMS and other Martech systems to control the destiny of creative.
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Brand Compliance Challenges
Every Organization Faces
For mid to large sized companies, the best way to think about the challenge of brand compliance and
consistency is to think of all communications as an iceberg. To make up a brand experience, it involves not
just the tip of the iceberg (i.e. the most visible communications such as major broadcast campaigns), but
also, the vast majority of communications that are below the water line. While it’s relatively easy to ensure
high profile creative is properly branded, and checked by legal, the trick to achieving brand consistency is
ensuring all communications are on-brand and compliant.
For example, a mortgage broker may have a beautifully produced television campaign promoting customer
service and truly understanding customer needs. However, having visually off-brand banner ads, coupled
with overly-complicated legal language in formal notices sent in Direct Mail campaigns works against the
brand every time.
One of our clients, NAB, is committed to ensuring company communications are both customer focused,
and consistent in style; and that all areas of the business understand ‘brand voice’. We were duly impressed
when we attended a ‘Brand Voice’ workshop run by the company’s Brand Identity team.

“NAB has thousands of employees and external agency partners who need to
understand the nuances of our brand. IntelligenceBank helps us showcase our brand
guidelines, make it easy to download brand assets and truly explain our brand to our
internal stakeholders and external agency partners. IntelligenceBank is great because it
can be configured to represent our brand. The account management staff are
amazing and very responsive. They are proactive and always come up with perfect
solutions to our requirements.”
Susanna Hondrokostas, Brand Identity Manager at NAB
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Brand Guidelines –
How to Bring Your Brand to Life
Ironically, although companies value their brand above all else, many keep their brand guidelines in a
monumentally large PDF document, that is impossible to update, share and most importantly – inspire
designers and marketing teams to actually read and refer to.
One of the great aspects of an online BrandHub, is that brand guidelines can be placed online, which
means, end users can get to exactly the area they need and download brand assets on the spot (such
as images, logos, color swatches).
With a BrandHub in place, all agencies and staff members can easily view brand guidelines online as
opposed to trapesing through voluminous PDF documents with little or no version control.
The following page features examples of all the great and completely customizable ways some of our
customers have showcased their brands, along with their digital asset management library (DAM).
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BrandHub Guideline and Login Pages
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Typically, a BrandHub features the following brand guideline elements:

Brand
Overview

Brand
Architecture

Brand
Promise

Tone
of Voice

Ability to
Submit Creative
for Approval

Logos for Print
and Digital

Incorrect
Logo Usage

Illustrations

Typography

Brand Assets

Icons

Color

Best Practice
Galleries

Form to Contact
the Brand Team

Digital
Guides

Layout
Guides

Retail
Signage

Audio
Guidelines

Video
Guidelines

Stylesheets

Stationery

PowerPoint
Templates

Business Card
Templates

E-mail
Signatures

Photography
Guidelines

Paper Stock
Information
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While out of the box templates are of course available, for enterprise clients who are serious about their
brand, having the ability to completely customize brand guidelines pages is crucial - every brand is unique
and a brand’s guidelines should reflect that.
Research amongst BrandHub users have shown that external agencies, design firms and internal users
of a BrandHub consume information differently. For instance, designers usually need the technical
specifications – they need them quickly so having a ‘quick find navigation’ that gets to the elements
efficiently is a top priority. While designers also like viewing best practice galleries for inspiration, we have
found that internal users mostly visit the BrandHub to learn the brand. Therefore, when putting together
your BrandHub content, keeping the balance right for both main types of users is critical.
For complex brands who have several stand-alone or sub-brands, it’s crucial to have the flexibility to
feature multiple brands within a master BrandHub portal. This can effectively be achieved with design and
custom navigation, as our client Hertz does beautifully having a single ‘Brand Vault’ with Hertz, Thrifty and
Dollar brand guidelines living under one roof.

“We chose IntelligenceBank BrandHub because not only does their platform serve as a
central area for digital content, but it also provides a way for us to communicate in a
manner consistent with what each of our three distinct brands represent. The ability to
showcase our Brand Guidelines in a dynamic way increases user engagement and helps
maintain brand consistency.”
Rhonda Williams, Brand Production Manager, The Hertz Corporation
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Another element that provides flexibility is the
IntelligenceBank ‘cross content page’ – which
enables you to use a brand guidelines page in
several places within your online BrandHub.
For example, if you have the same design guide for
color across all media – i.e. color balance and how
to use tones of grey for depth, this single section
can be repurposed across all media channel
guidelines, so when it’s updated for whatever
reason, you are simply updating a single file that is
replicated across all its places in your BrandHub.

Legal Compliance
Legal compliance is the highly necessary but
difficult to manage aspect of all marketing
efforts. While creative and marketing
departments scramble to get great work out the
door, it is also the responsibility of the CMO to
make sure communications comply with legal
and regulatory frameworks.

“Compliance, along with innovation and creativity is an important part of our marketing
processes. Ensuring all creative is on-brand, relevant and complies with both legal and
clinical requirements is of the utmost importance, and IntelligenceBank DAM is making
this process easy for us.”
Fiona LeBrocq, General Manager, Marketing Customer & Portfolio, Medibank
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Creative Approval Processes –
Logos, Advertising, Copy and Legal
In the rush to get promotional materials to consumers, compliance plays a crucial role in the creative
approval process – further to ensuring that communication is on brand. Compliance processes around
legal and regulatory frameworks must be adhered to with all communications.
As such, having workflow for creative signoffs is critical to ensure everyone who needs to approve creative,
does so in an orderly fashion and a timely manner. When workflow is part of your BrandHub, it is easier for
everyone to adopt the new process, as internal staff and external agency partners are already using the
BrandHub day to day to manage creative content. With workflow approvals you can:

1

Create hierarchical approvals to route work to brand, legal and compliance for sign offs
before the creative goes live, is published or is sent to the printer.

2

Enable download approvals whereby users must request approval before downloading a file.
This helps you control where logos and other brand assets end up living, outside the organization.

3

Set up publish approvals so before files are published to your BrandHub they are
reviewed and approved for dissemination.

4

Maintain an audit trail for asset approval and usage.

With every business process however, it needs to
be simple and usable for your team or they will
revert back to the email chaos you were trying
to avoid. While technically you can create very
intricate workflows, make sure you don’t over
complicate things.
It is more important to have a simple workflow
based on how your team actually works, versus
overcooking the process. The creative
development process can be hectic and chaotic,
and the last thing you want is to put in a system
that slows you down.
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Managing Talent Usage Rights
“I See Dead People”– are four words many of our healthcare clients never want to hear and use
IntelligenceBank BrandHub to help them manage usage rights.
Frequently, healthcare marketers use ‘real people’ in their advertising, and the last thing they want is
to receive an angry call from someone who has seen their recently deceased relative on a billboard
promoting good health.
But the challenge is not just for those in the healthcare industry. According to Tessa Court, CEO of
IntelligenceBank, “it is an issue affecting every industry. For instance, a large, multinational FMCG client
came on board because they were caught out using an image of a Chinese movie star on packaging in
North America. While each market had access to each others’ image libraries, there were zero controls
on images with talent usage rights, which ended up costing thousands of dollars in fines.”
Managing talent usage rights within your BrandHub is easy, auditable and can provide your team with
instant reports and alerts. Here’s how it works:
• In your BrandHub, create a ‘talent usage rights’ folder for consent forms and contracts.
• When you upload files into your BrandHub, in bulk you can add talent usage rights as metadata, add a
review date to alert you when the expiration date is approaching, and link each file to the actual consent
form.
• Add your own metadata filters, describing specific talent parameters, making it easy
• Feature a widget on your dashboard, or run custom reports as to which files are due to expire.
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Controlling Quality for
Local Marketing Efforts
If you ever want to see a CMO cringe, have her walk into her company’s retail outlet and see a hand written
sign on the front door or cash register.
That’s where Web-to-Print creative templates come in. Within your IntelligenceBank BrandHub, you can
upload InDesign creative templates that are ‘locked down’ and allow local marketing teams, or even
franchisees and retailers to make changes to approved artwork. For instance, you may not want your local
team to change the headline or main image of an in-store poster; however, they may be able to change
the price point and their contact details.
Your team can instantly access the BrandHub to select approved logos and if you want to triple check their
work and make sure there are no typos, a workflow approval can be added.
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Distribution Compliance
Your BrandHub is not an island, and connecting it to other marketing technologies ensures that only
the correct version, of approved, high quality images, audio and video files are seamlessly distributed
throughout your marketing channels – such as your CMS, email marketing and social media. Best practice
integrations mean that from within other marketing technologies, you can seamlessly access creative files
stored within the DAM area of your BrandHub.
Here are some of the things you can do when
your BrandHub is connected:

There are three ways to integrate your media files
to third party channels:

1. Browse images stored within IntelligenceBank
BrandHub from another marketing platform.

1. Custom Connections are specifically
integrated into third party tools. Examples
of this are IntelligenceBank’s Sitecore CMS
Connector, and IntelligenceBank’s Adobe
Creative Cloud Connector.

2. Be alerted when the file is expired due
to usage rights, new versions added or
over-used creative.
3. Enable people to compress images, crop and
download files in different formats on the fly.

2. API’s enable developers to connect files to inhouse or third party systems that do not
support drag and drop. So even if there is a
relatively obscure technology you want to
integrate with – it is possible to do so.
3. The IntelligenceBank Universal Creative
Connector lets you integrate any creative
managed in your BrandHub with any third party
system that supports ‘drag and drop upload’.
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The ROI on a Brand Compliance Portal
Installing proper brand compliance in your business relies on aligning your organizational structure
with technology. While implementing a system often involves change management. Over time, a brand
compliance portal will ultimately save you time, money and will free your team from administration tasks,
so they can focus on more strategic projects.
To put the cost of a brand compliance system into perspective, for enterprise clients, the total cost
including implementation is less than .05% of an entire marketing budget.
It’s a small price to pay to ensure your marketing team, internal stakeholders and external agency partners
stay on brand, and uphold legal frameworks as they build your communications.

Get in touch
If you would like to learn more about implementing an IntelligenceBank BrandHub for managing
marketing compliance, our friendly experts are just an email or phone call away:
US +1855 241 0150

AU +613 8618 7800

UK +4420 7048 0611

sales@intelligencebank.com
Our award-winning Customer Success Managers are here to help you on your BrandHub journey.

About IntelligenceBank
Founded in 2009, IntelligenceBank’s beautifully designed Digital Asset Management software gives you a
better process to manage, share, approve and distribute marketing content.
Used in over 55 countries by companies such as Baptist Health, Expedia, KFC, Carlsberg, NAB, Jetstar,
Tahiti Tourism and more, IntelligenceBank powers great brands around the world.
With custom branding, lightning-fast search and instant workflow for creative approvals, IntelligenceBank
saves you time, money, and makes it easy to keep your team on brand.

Access
our ROI
calculator

Read our
implementation
FAQs
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Register
for a 15-day
free trial

Learn more
about how
DAM works
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